Measurement-device-independent quantum key distribution (MDI-QKD) can eliminate all detector side channels and it is practical with current technology. Previous implementations of MDI-QKD all use two symmetric channels with similar losses. However, the secret key rate is severely limited when different channels have different losses. Here we report the results of the first high-rate MDI-QKD experiment over asymmetric channels. By using the recent 7-intensity optimization approach, we demonstrate as much as 3000 times higher key rate than previous best-known protocols for MDI-QKD in the situation of a large degree of channel asymmetry, and extend the transmission distance more than 50 km in standard telecom fiber. The results have moved MDI-QKD towards the widespread applications in practical network settings, where the channel losses are asymmetric and user nodes could be dynamically added or deleted.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum key distribution (QKD) promises information-theoretical security in communications [1, 2] . In practice, however, QKD is susceptible to attacks due to device imperfections [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . How to foil side channels is a great challenge to the whole field of quantum communication. Among many QKD protocols to resolve the device imperfections [9] [10] [11] , the measurement-device-independent QKD (MDI-QKD) protocol [12] has attracted a lot of research interests due to its practicality with current technology and nature advantage of immunity to all detector side channel attacks. In the past few years, many theoretical improvements have been proposed to guarantee the security of MDI-QKD in real life systems [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . Experiments, with either the polarization encoding scheme or the timebin-phase encoding scheme, has advanced significantly in the meantime [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . Notably, MDI-QKD has been demonstrated at a transmission distance up to 404 km in low loss fiber [26] and a capability of key rate up to 1 Mbits/s [27] .
The future of QKD is believed to be a quantum network in which many user nodes are connected together via quantum channels and centric servers. Fig. 1 illustrates an example of a star-type QKD network with six users connected via the central relay, Charlie. MDI-QKD is well suited to construct such a centric QKD network even with untrusted relays. That is, the six users in Fig. 1 can securely communicate with each other, though Charlie is insecure.
Such a MDI-QKD network presents a huge advantage over traditional trusted-relay based QKD networks [28] [29] [30] . Tang et al. [31] has reported the first three-user star-type MDI-QKD network experiment in a metropolitan setting.
In a practical quantum network, it is inevitable that some users are far away from the central relay, while the others are close to the relay. For instance, in Fig. 1 , user 1 and user 3 are farther from Charlie than the other four users. In fact, this network topology has appeared naturally in previous field QKD networks [28] [29] [30] . Unfortunately, up till now, all experimental implementations of MDI-QKD have been performed either through nearsymmetric channels [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] including the MDI-QKD network experiment [31] , or through the deliberate addition of loss in one channel to balance the channel losses in the two arms [19] .
Under the assumption of near-symmetric channels, the users can choose identical parameters which can greatly simplify the data analysis and the experimental implementation. However, this assumption is clearly an unsatisfactory situation in practice. Adding loss in one channel will lead to severe limit on the secret key rate and secure distance of MDI-QKD in the asymmetric setting. Therefore, how to secure such a quantum network where channel losses differ dramatically between different channels is thus an important challenge in the field.
In this paper, by employing the recent 7-intensity optimization method [32] , we experimentally demonstrate high-rate MDI-QKD over asymmetric fiber channels and achieve substantially higher key rate over previous methods to MDI-QKD. By fixing one channel distance at 10km (and 0km) and changing another channel distance over different lengths of standard fiber spools up to 100 km, we demonstrate as much as 1.5 to 3000 times higher key rate than all previous decoy-state MDI-QKD protocols. We show that our experiment can extend the total transmission distance of MDI-QKD more than 50 km fiber with a data size collected in a reasonable time frame. The results unleash the full potential of MDI-QKD in a general network setting.
II. ASYMMETRIC MDI-QKD
In asymmetric MDI-QKD with two users, Alice and Bob, who have channel transmittances η A and η B (η A = η B ), the main question is how to choose the optimal intensities of the weak coherent pulses for Alice and Bob, denoted by s A and s B , so as to maximize the key rate [15] . A natural option is to choose the intensities to balance the channel losses, i.e., s A η A = s B η B . By doing so, a symmetry of photon flux can arrive at Charlie, and thus resulting in a good HOM dip [33] . However, such an option is sub-optimal or even no key rate can be produced at all when the channel asymmetry is high. The fundamental reason is that MDI-QKD is related but different from HOM dip. That is, HOM dip affects only the errors in X basis (i.e., the phase error rate estimated with decoy state method), but has no effect to errors in Z basis (i.e., the bit error rate) [12] . Therefore, the optimal method is to decouple the decoy state estimation in X basis from key generation in Z basis. This is the 7-intensity optimization method proposed recently in [32] .
In the 7-intensity optimization method, Alice and Bob each select a set of 4 intensities, namely signal state s A , s B in the Z basis, and decoy states µ A , ν A , ω and µ B , ν B , ω in the X basis, respectively. The Vacuum state ω are the same for Alice and Bob. Hence a total of 7 different intensities (and the proportions to send them) are used. The secret key generates only from the Z basis, while the data in the X basis are all used to perform the decoy state analysis [18] . Overall, Alice and Bob optimize 12 implementation parameters:
. To efficiently choose the optimal parameters, we use the local search algorithm and follow the optimization technique as proposed in [32] (see Section I of Supplementary Materials). The optimization technique converts the 12 parameters into polar coordinate, and search them while locking the decoy state intensities at:
. The optimization technique is highly efficient, and takes less than 0.1s for each run of full optimization on a common desktop PC. We remark that the 7-intensity optimization method can completely compensate for arbitrary channel asymmetry, and it is conveniently implemented in software only which can be effectively integrated into existing MDI-QKD infrastructure. lie and 15% non-overlap between laser pule and detection time window, the total system detection efficiency is 46%. The main system parameters are characterized in Table I .
III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
To compensate the relative phase drift and share a phase reference, Alice employs a phase-stabilization laser (PSL) and Bob employs a phase shifter (PS) in one of the arms of his MZI and a single-photon avalanche photodiode. To properly interfere the two pulses from Alice and Bob at Charlie, we develop a real-time polarization feedback control system, including two electric polarization controllers (EPC), two polarization beam splitters (PBS) and two SNSPDs (SNSPD3 and SNSPD4). We also develop an automatic time calibration system and a temperature feedback control system, consisting of synchronization lasers (SynL), DWDMs and photoelectric detectors (PD). These feedback control systems allow us to precisely calibrate the polarization, time and spectrum modes of the two independent laser pulses from Alice and Bob (see Section II of Supplemental Materials). Thanks to the feedback control systems, the observed visibility of the two photon interference is about 46%
and the system has a long-term stability over tens of hours. This stability enables us to collect a large number of signal detections, thus properly considering the finite-key effect.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We implement the 7-intensity optimization method over different choices of channel lengthes (see Section III of Supplemental Materials). In the first experiment, we fix the distance between Alice and Charlie at 10 km, i.e., L A = 10 km, while the distance between Bob and Charlie L B varies from 40 km to 90 km. At each channel setting, we use the system parameters listed in Table I to perform a numerical optimization on the implementation parameters based on three optimization methods: (i) 4-intensity optimization method, where the same intensities and proportions for Alice and Bob are selected and optimized as in [18, 26] ; (ii) 4-intensity+fiber protocol, where the asymmetry of channels is first compensated by adding additional losses [19] and then the same intensities and proportions for Alice and Bob are selected; (iii) 7-intensity optimization method. The results are shown in Fig. 3(a) . 7-intensity optimization method can substantially increase the key rate of MDI- [18, 26] (blue diamond points); (ii) 4-intensity+fiber method [19] (black circle points);(iii) 7-intensity optimization method [32] (red square points). The 7-intensity optimization method achieves substantially higher key rate than the other two methods, especially in a large degree of channel asymmetry between L A and L B .
QKD over the other two methods in the case of a large degree of channel asymmetry: at L B = 60 km, the 7-intensity optimization method generates a secret key rate of over 3000 times higher than the previous 4-intensity optimization method.
In the second experiment, we demonstrate for the first time a "single-arm" MDI-QKD [see the insert figure in Fig. 3(b) ], in which we place Alice and Charlie at the same location,
i.e., L A = 0 km. L B varies from 40 km to 100 km. The results are shown in Fig. 3(b) . To illustrate the details of our experiment, we list the implementation parameters and the main experimental results for L A = 0 km and L B = 60 km in Table II . Note that the parameters in 7-intensity optimization method are quite different from those two types of 4-intensity optimization methods. We obtain a secret key rate of 855 bits/s with 7-intensity optimization method, which is 2050 times higher than that of 4-intensity optimization method and 18 times higher than that of 4-intensity+fiber. Moreover, the 7-intensity optimization method can greatly extend the transmission distance by about 50 km fiber as compared to the 4-intensity optimization method. Furthermore, we also tested an extreme case where L A =0km
and L B =100km. In this case, 7-intensity produces a secret key rate of 0.049 bit/s. In contrast, no key bits can be extracted with any types of 4-intensity optimization methods. We have demonstrated high-rate MDI-QKD over asymmetric channels. By using the recent 7-intensity MDI-QKD optimization method, we demonstrate as much as three magnitudes higher key rate than previous best-known protocols. 7-intensity optimization method extends the transmission distance up to 50 km fiber. These experimental results have moved MDI-QKD towards a more practical setting, where the channel losses are asymmetric and nodes could be dynamically added or deleted.
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Appendix A: Optimization Algorithm
Here we briefly describe the optimization algorithm, as proposed in Ref. [32] , for the intensities and the probabilities of sending them in the 7-intensity optimization method.
As described in the main text, there are a total of 12 parameters that need to be optimized:
To navigate such a large parameter space, a local search algorithm is necessary. However, the key rate function versus these parameters is in fact non-smooth, hence local search does not work well in this case. To address this, we need to convert the parameters to polar coordinate:
where the conversion follows that:
and the same applies for r µ , θ µν and r ν , θ µν . Note that here we have locked the polar angle of µ and ν to be always equal. This is because, the optimal values of the decoy intensities for Alice and Bob always satisfy [32] µ
for the 7-intensity optimization method. The intensity probabilities are not involved in non-smoothness and therefore do not need to be changed. With the 11 parameters now, we can perform a local search algorithm, such as coordinate descent [17, 32] , to efficiently find the set of optimal intensities. Coordinate descent algorithm alternatively optimizes each variable at a time while keeping others constant. When all variables are searched, the algorithm starts over again with the first variable. With enough iterations, this algorithm can reach a local maximum point. For asymmetric MDI-QKD, the algorithm can find the global maximum point (which is the only local maximum).
Appendix B: The Detail of Automatic Feedback Systems
To get a high visibility of two-photon interference , we adopt several feedback systems [23] to calibrate the polarization, time and spectrum modes of the signal pulses generated by two independent laser sources, as shown in Fig. 2 .
First, to make sure that the polarization of two pulses are indistinguishable, we plug a EPC and a PBS before the BS in the BSM. Intensities of the reflection port of the PBS are monitored by a SNSPD, which outputs a feedback signal to control the EPC to minimize the intensities. Parameters
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